
 

SELECTION OF RECOMMENDED WINES 

WHITE WINES        125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle 
 

1 CUVEE DE VIGNERONS BLANC– France    4.10 5.10 6.85 19.95 
 A light, dry, easy-drinking wine using the traditional southern grapes of      
 Colombard and Ugni Blanc, vinified in a modern style. 
 

2 CASA VISTA SAUVIGNON BLANC 2017 Centrally Valley –Chile   4.50 5.75 7.50      22.00 
 Pale-straw yellow, showing lively herbaceous aromas with fruity notes of     
 grapefruit and tropical fruit such as pineapple; the finish is crisp and fresh. 
 

3 PARINI PINOT GRIGIO DELLE VENEZIE 2017 – Italy   4.85 5.85 7.85 23.00 
 Distinctive nose of wild flowers, with touches of honey and banana; dry, but     
 not excessively so, soft, fresh and lively with notes of ripe pear. 
 

4 J BRADER PIESPORTER –Germany 2016    4.85 5.85 7.85 23.00   
Light, elegant aromas of ripe nectarine mixed with a touch of fresh wildflowers;     

 from the village of Piesport in the heart of the Mosel region. 
. 

5 BETWEEN THORNS CHARDONNAY 2017 South East Australia   4.50 5.75 7.50      22.00 
A crisp, fruity chardonnay with tropical aromas, followed by flavours of juicy      

 nectarines and peaches and a hint of vanilla. 
 

 

RED WINES         125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle 
 

6 CUVEE DES VIGNERONS ROUGE– France    4.10 5.10 6.85 19.95  
Made in south-west France this blended wine has a soft easy drinking style. 
 

7 CASTILLO DE MUREVA ORGANIC TEMPRANILLO 2017 Castilla – Spain 4.10 5.10 6.85 19.95 
Deep cherry red in colour with aromas of strawberries and fruits of the forest,     

 this is a smooth and well-balanced red wine. 
 

8 CASA VISTA MERLOT Valle Central - Chile    4.50 5.75 7.50 22.00  
 Purple with brick red highlights, this merlot has blackberry and red plum fruit  

Aromas. Its soft on the palate with plenty of ripe fruit and freshness. 
  
10 BETWEEN THORNS SHIRAZ 2017 -South Africa   4.10 5.10 6.85 19.95 

Fruit-driven Shiraz with aromas of cherry and raspberry, complemented  
by hints of spice and vanilla. 
 

11 LUNA DEL SUR MALBEC, SAN JUAN 2017 –Argentina    4.85 5.85 7.85 23.00 
 Plenty of ripe, soft berry fruit flavours with the usual pinch of spice associated     
 with Malbec as well as cinnamon and vanilla notes from some brief oak ageing. 
 

ROSÉ WINES        125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle 
 

12 COTEAUX VAROIS EN PROVENCE ROSÉ 2018 Provence – France 5.85       7.20 9.85      28.00 
 A blend of Grenache, Syrah and Cinsault; cool-fermented to retain the grapes     
 aromatics. Salmon-pink, the nose shows vibrant aromas of peach and strawberry;     
 the dry palate reflects the nose, but is also backed by citrus fruit on the refreshing finish. 
 

14 LAVENDAR HILL WHITE ZINFANDEL ROSÉ 2017 California  4.45 5.45 7.20 21.00 
 Medium-sweet, although it has a good positive acidity which makes it seem      
 a touch drier; shows plenty of watermelon, strawberry and redcurrant fruit. 
 

15 PARINI PINOT GRIGIO ROSE DELLE VENEZIE –Italy 2017   4.85 5.85 7.85 23.00 
 Soft, coppery-pink colour; delicate and fruity bouquet; soft and fresh on the palate. 

 



 

EASY DRINKING WHITE WINES 

LIGHT, DRY CRISP AND FRUITY 

             Bottle 
 
16 FLAGSTONE CHENIN BLANC 2016/17– South Africa      £27.00 
 A multi-regional blend of Chenin Blanc grapes all harvested from low-yielding, old, bush vines.  

Shows enticing aromas of layered tropical and stone fruit, with a hint of spice and some richness   
 to the creamy palate and bright acidity on the finish. 

 
17 FLAGSTONE WORD OF MOUTH VIOGNER 2017/18 –South Africa     £32.00 

Aromas of fresh, ripe watermelon and juicy peach are encased in a delicate hint of spice.  
Medium-bodied but with a richness to the palate, common to Viognier, the wine finishes fresh,  
again with hints of Oriental spice. 

 
19 DASHWOOD SAUVIGNON BLANC 2017/18, Marlborough – New Zealand   £32.00 

Brimming with zesty grapefruit, lime and Meyer lemon with mid-palate flavours of pear    
 and passion fruit; a perfect balance between refreshing citrus flavours and tropical flavours 

 
20 PETIT CHABLIS, LES SARMENTS, VIGNERONS DE CHABLIS – France    £37.00 
             The Chardonnay grapes for Petit Chablis come from vineyards that often border the main  

Chablis vineyards, but are in slightly cooler sites, such as atop a hill; as such they tend to be   
 more subtly flavoured with citrus and floral notes, such as shown by this fresh and lively example. 

          
24 RIOJA BLANCO 2016/17 Rioja – Spain        £28.00 
 Beautifully balanced and quite delicious with pure, floral and citrus aromas leading    
 into a fat rounded, creamy rich palate. 

 
25 MEIOMI CHARDONNAY, MONTEREY-SONOMA-SANTA BARBARA 2016/17 – California  £45.00  

A blend of 100% Chardonnay grapes from three distinct vineyard regions, with about    
 a third each coming from Monterey, Sonoma and Santa Barbara. The Monterey fruit    
 contributing ripe stone fruit and a creamy character, the Sonoma grapes bringing crisp   
 apple and a lean minerality and the Santa Barbara grapes bring exotic sweet spice and    
 lively tropical fruit flavours to the blend 

 
26  GAVI DI GAVI, ENRICO SERAFINO 2017 –Italy        £40.00 

The Cortese grapes selected for this wine come from the best vineyards in the Gavi region  
around the town of Gavi to the north of Genova. Unoaked, the wine is pale straw-yellow, with  
floral and citrus aromas, and a minerally, dry palate. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

LIGHTER, FRUITY RED WINES 

             Bottle 
 

32 COTES-DU-RHONE M. CHAPOUTIER 2016/17 Rhône Valley – France    £34.00 
Garnet-red; the nose shows aromas of red fruits, mainly morello cherry, and spice     

 such as liquorice and white pepper; the palate is well structured with silky tannins. 
 

 
 

MEDIUM BODIED DISTINCTIVE RED WINES 

            Bottle 
35 DACIANA PINOT NOIR, BANAT 2016/17– Romanian       £23.00 

Shows black cherry, raspberry and strawberry with cinnamon and    
spicy fruit-cake notes. 

 
36 FLAGSTONE WRITERS BLOCK PINOTAGE 2015/16 – South Africa    £40.00 
 Intense concentrated aromas of wild blueberry and ripe cherry are supported by smoky,  

spicy undertones. On the palate, this wine is ripe and generous; blackberry and plum flavours  
 shine through, yet are complemented by the subtle toasty oak and hints of white truffle and chocolate. 

 
39 DRIFTING CABERNET SAUVIGNON LODI 2016 California-USA     £29.00 

Whilst the wine is dominated by the blackcurrant fruit flavours of the Cabernet Sauvignon,    
 the addition of Syrah and Cabernet Franc provides more complexity on the palate with   
 notes of raspberry and cherry. The wine is briefly French-oak aged for three months, the palate  
 reflect this with a note of toasty-spice. 
                                                          
40 BEAUJOLAIS 2016/17 Burgundy- France       £31.00 
 Cherry-red, fresh and bursting with red and bramble fruit on the nose, the palate is relatively soft. 
 
41 TENUTE PICCINI POGGIO CHETO CHIANTI CLASSIC– Italy                             £29.00 

Dark brilliant ruby. A wonderfully refined nose is full of ripe plum and cherry aromas, filled out by   
 tantalizing spicy notes. The fruit is lush and forward on the palate with sweet toasty oak flavours   
 blended with bitter chocolate and ripe raspberry. 
 
43 MOULIN D’ISSAN, BORDEAUX SUPERIEUR 2014/15 Bordeaux-France    £47.00 
 The blend is 50% Cabernet Sauvignon and 50% Merlot and the vines average age is just under   
 20 years; the wine is aged in barrels that are already over a couple of years old for about a year.   
 Medium-bodied, it shows plum, blackberry and crème de cassis flavours. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Wines From The Gloucestershire 
Three Choirs are one of England’s leading vineyard and winners of many national  
and international awards, nestled in the Gloucestershire countryside.They have developed  
a unique process of growing modern grape varieties side by side with world-renowned  
grapes such as Pinot Noir and Bacchus. This, along with cultivation methods adopted from  
the worlds most modern winemakers, gives a strong international flavour to the vineyards. 
 
 
 
 

WHITE WINE          Bottle 
 

THREE CHOIRS ESTATE RESERVE COLERIDGE 2016   £24.00 
 A soft floral aroma of elderflower and nettle combined with a hint of fresh peaches  

leads to an elegant and livery crisp dry white wine. 
 
 
 

THREE CHOIRS “THE ENGLISH HOUSE” MEDIUM DRY2015    £24.00 
 Light clean aroma of honeysuckle and freshly picked pears, 
 which leads to a delicious mouth-watering medium dry wine. 
 
 
 

RED WINE           
 

THREE CHOIRS RAVENS HILL 2016      £26.00 
 A medium bodied red wine with lovely ruby red colour. 
 Aromas of cherries and blackcurrant and just a hint of oak.  
 
 
 

ROSÉ WINE  
          

THREE CHOIRS ROSÉ 2017       £24.00 
 A light aroma of strawberries and summer fruits. This delivers a delicious off-dry wine which offers  
 A fresh jammy character on soft delicate fruit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING WINE 

 
    Bottle 

 

100 MONTAUDON BRUT NV –France, Champagne Region      £55.00- 75cl
 The nose shows hints of peach and white flowers; the palate is fresh,      
 fruity and well-balanced 
 
101 MONTAUDON GRANDE ROSÉ BRUT        £60.00- 75cl 

The blend is 30% Chardonnay and 20% Pinot Meunier with Pinot Noir making up the other 50%. The nose 
reveals candied fruit such as currant, strawberry and raspberry, the palate reflecting the fruit with richness to the 
dry, refreshing finish. 

 
102 VEUVE CLIQUOT YELLOW LABEL NV France       £69.00- 75cl 
 A well known Champagne, that needs no introduction. 

 
103 PROSÉCCO GALANTI EXTRA DRY Italy       £27.50- 75cl
 Shows a typical fruit spectrum of apple and pear with a hint of peach. Followed by a  
 Fine, persistent, soft fizz. 
 
104 PROSÉCCO GALANTI SPUMANTE ROSÉ Italy        £27.50- 75cl 

Light, carnation-pink coloured rosé with generous raspberry and strawberry fruit both on the nose and palate. 
 
105       PROSÉCCO BRUT DOC – ITALLY                                                               £7.95- 20cl 
 Perfect for one person. This single serve prosecco is extra dry and has 

a fresh and fruity flavour whilst being nice and light on the palate.  
 
 

106  CHAPEL DOWN CLASSIC BRUT –England       £59.00- 75cl 
A very approachable style of fizz with good depth, crisp fruit and a palate with attractive yeast   

 overtones. Ripe red apples and peach dominate the nose with apples and light tropical fruit on the palate. 
 

 
 
 

PUDDING WINES 

120 NEDERBURG NOBLE LATE HARVEST –South Africa      £27.00 – Bottle 37.5cl 
Brilliant gold, with lime-green highlights, it shows aromas of fresh pineapple,  
dried apricots with floral and spice notes. This wine regularly wins top awards 

 

 

123 ERRAZURIZ LATE HARVEST–Chille        £20.00 – Bottlr 37.5cl
 Made with grapes picked very late in the season influenced significantly by Botrytis  

which has concentrated the sugars, acids and flavours in the grapes to create a pleasing character  
that recalls honey, raisins, and dried apricots.  

     
125 MUSCAT DE BEAUMES DE VENISE                                                £22.00 - Bottle 37.5cl
 2016 France 
 Intensely fruity, floral and citrussy on the palate, with delicate flavours balancing the  
 sweetness and leaving a refreshing aftertaste 

 


